In 2022 we celebrate the 5-year evolution of the Festival of motoring, with the theme of Celebration, Innovation and Aspiration. In celebration of the industries achievements, the Festival will highlight innovation, provide on-track activities, world-class entertainment and opportunities for manufacturers to engage with new and existing motoring enthusiasts.
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**SPONSORS & PARTNERS**

**FEATURED AREAS**

**Green Zone** - Assuming pride of place overlooking the start line at Kyalami Grand Prix Circuit, the 2022 Festival of Motoring's Green Zone played host to some of South Africa's largest automotive brands, together with a premium selection of displays and entertainment by some of the biggest names in the industry.

**Yellow Zone** - Hosted within the refurbished Kyalami Grand Prix Circuit's secondary pitlane area, visitors to the 2022 Festival of Motoring's Yellow Zone had an opportunity to not only ride “shotgun” alongside some of the finest drift drivers in the country but – in a somewhat more surefooted environment – also had the opportunity to get behind the wheel of a potential new purchase.

**Blue Zone** – The Dunlop Grand Trek 4x4 village gave visitors the chance to experience the capabilities of the latest 4x4 and overlanding vehicles.

**Red Zone** – A central point of the 2022 Festival of Motoring was the event’s Red Zone. Offering a convenient stop-over destination sited between the Green and Yellow Zone’s, as well as enroute to the shuttle point for the Blue Zone, visitors could plan for a strategic refuel of food and fluids for the whole family.
BRANDS AT THE SHOW

EXHIBITORS AT THE SHOW

MOTORSPORT

Festival of Motoring 2022 hosted a variety of motorsport events including an official league round of the Sunbet ZX10 Mastercup, Legends of the 9 Hour, and the FOM Speed challenge. After an adrenaline filled weekend a few emerged as winners:

FOM Speed challenge:
- Modern Muscle Car winner - James Temple, Best Time: 1:26.403
- Modern & Classic winner - Rodger McJarrow, Best Time: 1:34.689
- Supercar winner - Reghard Roets, Best Time: 1:11.540
- Supercar B winner - JP van der Walt, Best Time: 1:18.606

VISITOR QUOTES

“Absoleutley incredible and the environment was amazing” - Andrew Lijani

“Great day today! Always a pleasure to be at the festival” - Tibron

“Super fun day at @safestivalofmotoring. got to see some cool things, drive in some cool cars, DRIFT, and spend some time with some awesome people” - Sam

“"A five year olds description of @safestivalofmotoring…die lekkerste dag ooit” - Chris

“"It was a great experience. I enjoyed spinning with the XS guys” - Lijani
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